Bridging the Gap: Development
Boards to Real-World
Professional Applications

By Leigh Morris

A Matrix Industrial Auotomotive Controller (MIAC) gives you the
ruggedness and power of a PLC with the flexibility and ease of
programming a controller. This article covers how to use a MIAC and
Flowcode 7 in an application.
The Matrix Industrial Automotive
Controller (MIAC) is a fully specified
industrial electronic controller designed
to operate with typical industrial control
voltages: 0 to 10-V inputs; up to 24V, 2.5-A solid-state outputs; and 240V 8-A switching relays. A MIAC gives
you the ruggedness and power of a
Programmable Logic Controller with
the flexibility and ease of programming
with versions to suit every programming
environment from scripting to C++.
Uniquely positioned, the MIAC bridges the

gap between the worlds of development
boards and professional applications.
What’s more, the MIAC is extensively
supported by Flowcode 7, the flowchart
IDE from Matrix TSL, which makes
constructing a project or application for
a rugged programmable controller easier
than ever before.
Flowcode 7 supports the MIAC range of
controllers:
• MI0235 MIAC PIC (8 bit)
• MI5809 MIAC dsPIC (16 bit)

Matrix TSL’s Flowcode software allows you to
quickly and easily develop complex electronic
and electromechanical systems. Engineers use
Flowcode to develop systems for control and
measurement based on microcontrollers, on rugged industrial interfaces or on Windows
compatible personal computers. Flowcode 7 feaures a stylish and modern new UI that gives
users an easy-to-use, advanced graphical programming
IDE for their microcontroller project requirements.
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• MI8615 MIAC dsPIC (16 bit) with Wi-Fi
• MI8759 MIAC dsPIC (16 bit) with
Bluetooth
• MI5466 MIAC Arduino compatible
(ATmega)
• MI9335 MIAC Arduino compatible
(ATmega) with Wi-Fi
• MI3449 MIAC Arduino compatible
(ATmega) with Bluetooth
In addition to Flowcode, all “Arduino
compatible” MIAC versions are also
programmable via the Arduino IDE, giving
wider programmer access to the MIAC.
There are further MIAC versions that
do not require a host PC development
environment, being self-contained realtime operating system based:
• MI5769 MIAC Raspberry Pi with Wi-Fi
• MI6693 MIAC Raspberry Pi with Wi-Fi
& Bluetooth
However, in this article, it is the use of
Flowcode 7 that we will focus on. Flowcode
has many advantages, particularly for
those most familiar with programming
microcontrollers at a basic level, as well
as rapid application development.

APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT

All versions of the MIAC programmable
controller (except the Raspberry Pi
compute module-based versions) have
applications developed using Flowcode 7.
Flowcode offers the added advantage
of users being able to simulate your
application on screen before deployment

Figure 1 - A simple Flowcode “Hello World” application, with onscreen simulation
to the MIAC hardware for sanity checking,
and proof of design.
Figure 1 is a simple Flowcode “Hello
World” application, with on screen
simulation. Here we have created
a new “PIC16” project, with “MIAC
(dsPIC)” as the target device. Dragging
a “DisplayStart” and “PrintString” icon
from the Components list window to the
flowchart gives us our simple application.
Clicking the “Play” button, the software
runs an on-screen simulation of the
program itself.
Once users are happy with the program
they have created, in order to deploy the

Figure 2 - MIACs
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project to the MIAC it is simply a case
of connecting via a USB cable from the
controller itself to the laptop or PC and
clicking the “Compile to Chip” button after
simulation is complete.

FLOWCODE 7 DEMO PROGRAM

Figure 3 - This example program shows the simplicity of use of the
keypad on the MIAC controller.

Figure 4 - A program for reading the ADC value for the input
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On the Matrix TSL website (www.
matrixtsl.com) you will find a MIAC
“resource” section from which example
programs can be downloaded. One of
those example programs, “InputOutput”,
demonstrates how to use the basic inputs
and outputs of the MIAC.
The
demonstration
program
first
presents a menu option screen, where key
“F1” can be pressed to select the inputs
test screen, or “F2” to select the outputs
test screen (see Figure 2). The inputs
test screen displays all eight inputs as
voltages. The outputs test screen allows
the use of the keypad “left” and “right”
pads to select any output, then the “up”
and “down” pads respectively turn on and
off the output. The “back” key returns to
the menu.
Figure 3 section of flowchart, which is
taken from Flowcode 7, the “GetKeypad”
function returns a key value. This key
value is then used to switch program
flow. The value of the key returned is
dependent upon which keypad is pressed
as shown in the inset keypad map. The
switch in the flowchart compares the key
value with 2, for the F1 keypad, and 0 for
the F2 keypad.
Using the MIAC interfaces, such as
the analog inputs, is just as easy. In the
program, which you can see in Figure 4,
we read the value of the analog-to-digital
converter for input channel “i”, where
“i” is a number between 1 and 8. The
integer value “adc” is then converted into
a voltage value, with one decimal place
precision. The integer and fraction part of
the voltage are then printed to the MIAC
screen, with a decimal point separator.
This is a code efficient way of displaying
the voltage. Alternatively, you can also
use floating-point numbers, as Flowcode
supports these too.
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MIAC OPTIONS

The MIAC range of industrial controllers
are available from www.matrixtsl.com
and are used by a range of professional
and private developers in many different
markets around the globe. Aimed at
bridging the gap between typical R&D
type test boards (e.g., Arduino and
Raspberry Pi) and real-world applications,
where engineers opt for industrial PLCs
programmed using ladder-logic and the
likes, the MIAC allows users to produce
applications
using
their
preferred
environment, whether that be Flowcode,
Python, C++, the Arduino IDE, etc.
In this article, we have demonstrated
how to start an application using the
MIAC’s keypad, display, and inputs
and how simply that is achieved using
Flowcode 7. The MIAC range has much
more capability, with serial interfaces

including RS-232, RS-485, and CAN, such
that real-time controller applications can
be readily developed and deployed, whilst
Flowcode 7 enables rapid application
development. For those engineers who
are experienced developers with other
languages, as mentioned previously,
the MIAC range also includes versions
compatible with the Arduino IDE and
Python via the Raspberry Pi versions
available from www.matrixtsl.com/miac
(see Figure 5).

Figure 5 - All new
MIACs
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